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A place to discover
reddit 101
music by new or
overlooked artists. Not
a place to bury music you don't like. Keep an
open mind, try something new, and you will
discover something great.
All genres are welcome, but bots will remove
mainstream music submissions and frequently
reposted artists. All selfpromotion and
personal association go in the melting pot!
Check the listening apps for tools to listen
outside of reddit. Listentothis is best experienced
with RES installed and styles enabled.
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[–] MisAnthrony 6 points 1 year ago

This is the kind of stuff I want to find on this sub.
Excellent; thank you!
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music by redditors
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100 most active
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slow but steady

Glad to hear you enjoyed it too! If you don't already
know of them~ The Algorithm is pretty cool too.
Aaron[Drumcorps] is working on doing a remix of
their stuff pretty soon if it's not out already.
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[–] MisAnthrony 2 points 1 year ago

Currently listening through Grist; will check them
out next!
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This is pretty good!
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[–] EROLE 4 points 1 year ago
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Albums

I started quite a bit after my initial
comment, so I'm only on Forgive and
Forget, but these genrefusing projects
have always been incredible to me, and
this album is no exception! Thanks again
for the post!
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[–] MisAnthrony 2 points 1 year ago
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Sounds good, its a great album! I really like
Down.
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[M] 2 points 1 year ago

Drumcorps
artist pic
Aaron Spectre started off playing drums and going to
all ages shows in the wasteland of suburban
Massachusetts. In 2003 he dropped out of college
and relocated to Berlin, Germany, to launch his music
career. He released several vinyl 12”s, and soon
found a following playing at squats and raves around
Europe. Spectre founded Drumcorps to synthesize
the unlikely mix of electronic music production values
and the raw power of American hardcore. The result
is not for everyone, but to Drumcorps' devout fans, it
delivers: Drumcorps shows are notoriously high
energy, cathartic affairs.
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Drumcorps' debut fulllength, Grist, won an Award of
Distinction at the 2007 Prix Ars Electronica, a
prestigious yearly prize whose past winners include
Aphex Twin, Chris Cunningham, and Peter Gabriel.
2008 was Spectre’s widestreaching year to date,
with 58,000 miles of travel, gigs on four continents,
including return trips to Russia and Japan, and
debuts in Mexico, Taiwan, Australia and New
Zealand. Spectre spent the better part of 2009 and
2010 putting the finishing touches on a much
anticipated follow up to Grist, as well as resettling in
the US.

114 · 10 comments

Connie Converse  Honeybee
[Vintage Acoustic]

For Summer 2010, Spectre will be joined onstage by
vocalist Leo Miller. Leo came of age in acclaimed San
Francisco metal band Animosity. Beginning at the age
of 14, he graced stages all over the world for eight
years with his signature growl and compelling
presence. Leo is the first band member to be added
to the Drumcorps stage lineup and will be providing
vocals and support on electronics. Read more on
Last.fm.
last.fm: 39,947 listeners, 768,042 plays
tags: breakcore, grindcore, experimental, electronic,
noise
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